A Class of Its Own
In a marketplace ﬂooded with leadership training, all too often participants leave with new information, but struggle
to successfully apply what they learned. Unlike traditional courses in leadership that oﬀer instruction and attempt to
teach leadership from the “outside in,” Leadership Flight School™ is a unique and personalized 3 ½ day development experience designed to build leaders from the “inside out.” Our success comes from growing leaders by
reaching their heart and mind, providing them with a new leadership paradigm to guide their thinking and in turn
allowing new behaviors to come naturally. Leadership Flight School equips leaders with practical tools for real-world
application. Grounded in Servant Leadership, this course is nothing short of transformational.

Dynamic Learning Environment
Leadership Flight School is a hands-on, living experience.
Each class is comprised of leaders from a variety of industries
at diﬀerent stages in their careers. The result is a uniquely
powerful experience that provides an invaluable cross
pollination of ideas and shared learning.
Each leader completes a full Online Assessment and is placed
in a small “Delta Team” for practicing proven leadership
techniques in a safe environment. Team members encourage
each other’s success and help solve real business case studies
together, exchanging wisdom and collaborating on creative
solutions.

Practical, Proven Techniques
In 3 ½ days, Leadership Flight School graduates walk
away with the tools to:
Communicate succinctly and productively with
team members.
Identify motivational hot buttons to tailor your
approach to eﬀectively inspire followers.
Paint a vision for your team members, so that
you are able to communicate expectations and
motivate performance.
Simplify conversations and get consistent
results.
Diagnose complex situations and shift your
paradigm to minimize conﬂict.
Balance building relationships and achieving
results.

What Our Graduates Say
“For those open to working on true self-development,
Leadership Flight School sets the standard of excellence.
You can’t come away unchanged!”
Mark Kroh, Owner, Corvus LLC

“I have experienced many leadership programs, but I
have never encountered one that had such a profound
impact on how I lead. Each of our team members had a
diﬀerent epiphany and each substantially changed his or
her relationship with those they lead. The entire experience is like someone just removed invisible handcuﬀs
from all of us.”
Pfizer Inc. executive

“This was truly a ‘life’ tool, not just a business tool.”
Troy Billet, President, Billet Industries Inc.
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